
Dubbo West Public School Preschool
Learning at  Home

Week  9
Work through these activities over the course of the week. Kinderloop posts will support
these activities with links to online stories and videos. If you cannot access Kinderloop

please contact the school.

Play Idea 1
Literacy

Play Idea 2-
Speaking &

Listening

Play Idea 3
Maths

Play Idea 4
Physical
activity

Day
One

Celeste the

Giraffe Loves

to laugh

https://youtu.be

/AnKxBl2ZC-A

Look for the link on

Kinderloop to

Listen to Miss

Katie read “Celeste

the Giraffe Loves

to laugh”

Next, draw a

picture of

something you are

really good at. Ask

an adult to share on

Kinderloop.

Listening game

Listening …

Play this

listening game

with an adult.

See if you can

tell the adult

what you hear

before the

answer comes

up on the

screen.

Shape cutting

Use the

scissors in

your pack to

cut out the

shapes

included below

and glue them

in your book.

Can you tell

someone what

shapes you are

cutting out?

Can you post a

picture on

Kinderloop of

your cutting?

Plasticine

Can you use the

plasticine from

your pack to

make your

favourite animal?

Maybe an animal

from a farm, the

zoo or the

jungle?

You are helping

the muscles in

your fingers get

stronger by doing

this.

https://youtu.be/VdTzAVSnY1w
https://youtu.be/AnKxBl2ZC-A
https://youtu.be/AnKxBl2ZC-A


Day
Two

Name Tracing

Use the

laminated

dotted name to

practice tracing

your name.

Remember to

always start at

the top of your

letters.

Once you have

traced, see if

you can write

your name by

yourself.

Favourite food

Can you draw a

picture of your

favourite food

in your book?

Then can you

tell others in

your house

what is your

favourite and

why you like

it?

Next you can

ask them what

is their

favorite and

you can listen.

Counting &

Drawing

Roll the dice to

create your own

creature. You can

use your dice you

made from Week

8 or one you have

at home. You will

need a pencil and

some paper and

try to draw the

same type of

shape of the

body part that

matches the

number on your

dice. (See page

below) Start with

the body column

and work your

way across to the

extras column. It

should take 6

rolls to complete

your creature.

Maybe you could

post the picture

of your creature

on KinderLoop

when you’re

finished.

Tapping Sticks

with Miss

Jodie

Find two sticks

from the

garden, two

kitchen

utensils or

even two pens

to use for

tapping sticks.

Find the link

on Kinderloop

to Miss Jodie’s

group time and

tap along.

https://youtu.

be/tkFslSrDM

30

https://youtu.be/tkFslSrDM30
https://youtu.be/tkFslSrDM30
https://youtu.be/tkFslSrDM30


Day

three

Story

Michael Cat…

Find the link on

kinderloop to

listen to Michael

Caton read

“Wilfred,

Gordan,

Mcdonald,

Partridge”

Can you draw a

picture of your

favourite part

of the book?

Now can you tell

someone about it

and they might

be able to write

it on the page

for you.

Charades

The aim of the

game is to act

out a

word/object

using gestures

and movements

but without

speaking and

have the other

person guess

correctly what

it is. You can

look around

the room

you’re in to get

an idea or

maybe from a

book. Some

ideas could

include

everyday

activities such

as brushing

teeth, sleeping

etc.

What weighs

more?

Can you find 5

objects around

your house and

sit together?

Now pick them

up one at a

time and see if

you can decide

which is the

lightest and

the heaviest.

See if you can

put them in

order from

lightest to

heaviest.

Bracelet

making

Use the beads

and pipe

cleaners in

your packs to

make a

bracelet.

This will help

to exercise

the little

muscles in your

fingers and get

them strong

for holding a

pencil.

https://youtu.be/_uyZOCtW-g0


Roll the dice and match the dice with the row on the chart. Your first
roll will tell you what body to draw. Your next roll will tell you what

eyes to draw and so on until you have a whole picture.





Trace the lines and glue into your workbook.


